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You can also insert a custom range to search for specific years. That's why we're building Semantic Scholar
and making it free and open to researchers everywhere. Also, scholars generally have an easy-to-find
webpage. Semantic Scholar is a free, nonprofit, academic search engine from AI2. We're funded by Paul
Allen, Microsoft co-founder, and led by Dr. Our AI analyzes research papers and pulls out authors, references,
figures, and topics. Some scientific journals are "open-source," meaning that their content is always free
online to the public. Look for a free online version. Still too many results. If the search engine doesn't, or if
you got the citation somewhere else, like the bibliography of another science paper you were reading, there are
several ways to find copies. If so, you can download it directly from there. NA Here are a few tips to help you
get started with the academic search engines: Each search engine works slightly differently, so it's worth
taking the time to read any available help pages to figure out the best way to use each one. The website lists
journals by subject, as well as by title. This free site hosts articles or abstracts and links to free versions of a
paper if they are available. Others are free online often after registering with the website if the paper was
published more than a year ago. So, if the first link isn't downloadable, try another. Go directly to the online
homepage of the journal in which the paper was published. The Directory of Open Access Journals is also a
good place to check to see which journals are free in your field of interest. Often, the library's catalog of
holdings is online and publicly searchable. Often Google Scholar will point you here. Contact the library, or
look at their website, to see if you may use their resources and if they subscribe to the journals in which you're
interested. Searching for Newer Papers published during Internet era Check the library of a local college or
university. Impact at a glance Find connections between studies by seeing which research papers had the
biggest impact on others. We often start with Google Scholar, a free service from Google that searches
scholarly articles, books and documents rather than the entire web: scholar. One is likely to give you a free
copy of the paper, especially if you are a member of the press. Generally it is only worth looking up the first
author the one who contributed the most to the paper or the last author usually the professor in whose lab the
work was done and who supervised the science project. Then, as you view the results, you can narrow your
focus and figure out which key words best describe the kinds of papers in which you are interested. While we
have published a number of resources on how to understand an academic study and how to pick a good one
â€” and why using social science research enriches journalism and public debate â€” we have little on the
mechanics of how to search. Table 2: List of databases containing free, full-text scientific papers and data sets.
As you read the literature, go back and try additional searches using the jargon and terms you learn while
reading. If you have online access to a university library or a local library, try that. And you can include
patents or citations, if you like unchecking these will slightly decrease the number of results. Try different
keywords.


